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In the current paper, we have investigated the dependence of the effective elastic properties of a compos-
ite material on the fiber/matrix interface elastic property. The model composite consists of a single cylin-
drical fiber embedded in a concentric cylindrical matrix material. A three dimensional mathematical
method has been developed connecting the interface properties with the effective axial Young’s modulus
of the composite structure. Special effort has been devoted to decode information about the quality of the
interface by exploiting the information provided by the elastic effective parameters. In particular, the
effective modulus vs. stiffness coefficient curves have been generated for Ti/SiC composites. The afore-
mentioned curves reveal the characteristics of the transition from the regime of perfect interface to
the realm of complete debonding.
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1. Introduction

It is commonly accepted that the fiber–matrix interface plays a
critical role in the performance of fiber-reinforced composites [1–
3]. Various composite performance objectives often impose inter-
face property requirements that may be contradictory in nature.
The composite strength and creep resistance in the transverse direc-
tion are improved by a stronger interface radial strength, whereas a
weak interface is generally desired for crack bridging under fatigue
crack growth conditions under longitudinal loading.

Tailoring interface properties is of paramount importance to
composite system design. As efforts are made to tailor the interface
to satisfy conflicting property requirements, it is desirable to en-
sure that the interface characterization procedures not only repli-
cate the important modes of interface tensile or shear failure, but
also that the test techniques simulate as much as possible the
stress states under which the particular mode of failure occurs in
actual application. Otherwise, the applicability of the test results
for any specific application may become problematic because of
the sensitivity of the interface failure conditions on the local stress
states and associated additional damage modes and damage inter-
actions. Various techniques are currently available for quantifying
the interfacial properties of metal matrix composites. In particular,
test methods for measuring the interfacial shear properties of con-
tinuously reinforced composites include the effect of radial clamp-
ing stress on shear failure of the interface under push-out loading
ll rights reserved.

ulos).
[4–6], the influence of interface tangential shear failure on the nor-
mal separation of the interface under transverse loading [6–8], as
well as the fiber fragmentation test.

This study is part of an overall effort to evaluate the influence of
the interface on the longitudinal 0o tensile behavior of unidirec-
tional fiber reinforced composites, in the absence of a matrix crack-
ing. Under this type of loading, the interface becomes important
only when there is a fiber break, with the interface failure mode as-
sumed as being primarily in shear.

The fiber fragmentation test was developed by Kelly and Tyson
[9], who investigated the behavior of brittle tungsten fibers
embedded in a copper matrix composite specimen under tension.
Elongating the specimens in tension results in fiber breakage into
multiple segments. The fiber inside the matrix breaks into increas-
ingly smaller fragments at locations where the axial stress of the
fiber reaches its tensile strength. When the fiber breaks, the tensile
stress at the location of fracture reduces to zero. Due to the con-
stant shear in the matrix, the tensile stress in the fiber increases
almost linearly from its ends to a plateau in longer fragments.
The higher the axial strain applied, the more fractures will be
caused in the fiber, but at some level the number of breaks will be-
come constant as the fragment length is too short to transfer en-
ough stress from the matrix to the fiber to cause further
fragmentation. Although the single-fiber fragmentation test was
first performed on metal matrix composites during the early
1960s, the subsequent application of this test was primarily lim-
ited to transparent polymer composites due to the ease of their
preparation and observation of the fiber fragments using birefrin-
gence techniques [10–18].
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There has been an interest, however, in the application of this
test to model metal matrix composites using various techniques
[19–28]. In situ nondestructive observation of single-fiber compos-
ites after each of several small strain increments can aid interpre-
tation by providing more complete information than a single
destructive observation after fiber fragmentation. Advanced tech-
niques, based on high frequency ultrasound, have been developed
for imaging of composite systems under loading with sufficiently
large fiber diameters compared to the ultrasonic wavelengths of
interrogation, enabling characterization of interfacial elastic prop-
erty [29–33].

In the present study we simulate the composite fragmentation
test under a specific loading condition. We are investigating the
case of a model titanium matrix with a SiC fiber. The purpose is
the investigation of the influence of elastic properties of the com-
posite components on the interface quality using a novel analytical
investigation. We mention here that similar analytical approaches
have been introduced in the fundamental papers [34–36]. Our
analysis incorporates in addition the analytical background allow-
ing the appearance of discontinuous shearing displacements along
the interface of the composite.
2. Theoretical investigation

We consider a concentric cylindrical structure simulating a
composite material consisting of a cylindrical core of radius a
imbedded in a matrix phase of radius b. Both materials are consid-
ered to be isotropic homogeneous elastic media obeying the linear-
ized elasticity theory and fully characterized by the corresponding
Lamé constants k, l and density q. The model geometry is pre-
sented in Fig. 1.

For such kind of materials the stress tensor ~r related to the dis-
placement field u via the constitutive law

~r ¼ l½ruþ ðruÞT � þ kðr � uÞ eI: ð1Þ

The static equilibrium equation
Fig. 1. Model geometry: the outer cylinder represents the matrix (m) while the
inner cylinder represents the fiber (f).
r � ~r ¼ 0 ð2Þ

leads to static Navier’s equations of elasticity

l Duþ ðkþ lÞrðr � uÞ ¼ 0: ð3Þ

This is actually a generic formulation and wherever a special
notification is made for the specific component of the composite
structure, all the involved parameters and fields are denoted by
the relevant indices m for matrix and f for fiber.

In the regime of symmetric tension, the evoked fields do not ex-
hibit angular dependence and the elastic displacement fields as-
sume the form

u ¼ urðr; zÞr̂þ uzðr; zÞẑ ð4Þ

where the radial and axial dependence is explicitly demonstrated.
Inserting the expansion (4) into Navier equation, we obtain
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Moreover these displacement fields lead to the following
stresses:
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The special form of the components ur, uz underlies the specific
features of the problem. We mention here the model suggested by
Christensen in [37], constructed in order to study the effective uni-
axial modulus of cylindrical composites with perfect interfaces. In
that model the radial components of the displacement fields are
assumed z-independent while the corresponding axial components
are linear functions of the longitudinal dimension. This simple
model can not support the current case of imperfect interfaces
since the implication of shear stresses over the interface requires
full dependence of the elastic fields on the coordinates of the struc-
ture. So the first fundamental suggestion of the present work is the
adoption of extended representations for the elastic fields permit-
ting the incorporation of the interfacial property, denoted by the
stiffness coefficient n, as a crucial parameter of the problem. More
precisely we adopt the representations ur = B(r)f(z), uz = A(r)g(z) in
Eq. (5) and after some extended manipulations we conclude to
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Separating radial and axial components we acquire the differen-
tial system
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The solvability of this system for every possible coordinate pair
(r,z) necessitates the assumption

f ðzÞ ¼ gðzÞ ¼ ejz; ð12Þ

which physically reflects the modeling of the attenuation of the
underlying physical fields along the main axis of the composite
material. Thus the attenuation rate j is connected with the charac-
teristic length L of the composite and ensures the situation of
anchoring at z = �L. The differential system is transformed as
follows:
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We differentiate the last equation with respect to r and obtain
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Using Eq. (13) we find that
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which after multiplication by r becomes
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Differentiating and dividing by r we obtain
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We eliminate now B(r) by combining the last equation with Eq.
(14) and arrive at
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We multiply with r4, arrange terms and obtain the differential
equation of fourth order:
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The preceding differential equation would be a relatively simple
Euler-type equation in the absence of attenuation (i.e in the case
k = 0 corresponding to Christensen’s model). However taking into
account the parameter k leads to an extended order Bessel-type
differential equation. The analytical handling of this differential
equation is demanding and out of the scope of this particular work.
The outcome of this analysis involves construction of the basis set
for the solutions of the differential equation. Every solution can be
represented via the following basis set:

A 2 fjrJ1ðjrÞ;jrY1ðjrÞ; f1ðjrÞ; f2ðjrÞg ð21Þ

where J1 and Y1 are the well known Bessel functions and fj, j = 1, 2
stand for the special functions
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stands for the arbitrary general-
ized hypergeometric functions while Meijer G-function term is G3;0

2;1.
After the radial components A(r) are determined, we employ

(14) in order to determine the functions B(r). More precisely it
holds that
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and so
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where C is an integration constant and
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Selecting each one of the members A(r) of the family (21) we
obtain one of the four independent solutions that generate every
possible function B(r). So working successively with the members
jrJ1(jr), jrY1(jr), f1(jr) and f2(jr) we produce via representation
(26) the elements gl(jr), l = �1, �2, 1, 2.

Thus we are in position to represent the matrix and fiber fields in
terms of the constructed basis solutions. We pay attention on the
fact that only the members (zJ1, f1(z)) and (g�1, g1(z)) from the two
families correspond to regular displacements and stresses at r = 0
and so are adequate to represent interior fields. The matrix fields re-
quire all the basis solutions to be expanded. We mention that the
analytical method encountered in the present work creates the suit-
able framework to support every possible axial stress. The ideal case
could be to apply a constant axial stress on the matrix portion of the
composite and leave the fiber unstressed. This situation would allow
the appearance of axial shearing, which plays the central role to the
classification of the interface quality. However there is a price to pay
if someone imposes rigorously an arbitrary axial loading, especially
discontinuous as the aforementioned ideal axial loading. In that case
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the spectral analysis followed throughout the paper for a specific va-
lue of the axial parameter j should be repeated for a denumerable
sequence of spectral parameters jn, n = 1, 2, 3, . . . as these values
emerge from the inherent separation of variables technique. This
is very reminiscent of the Fourier series technique followed in order
to approximate discontinuous functions. So in that case, the numer-
ical process described later, should be performed several times till
the acquisition of a satisfactory convergence in the expansions of
the underlying fields. We have made several computer experiments
to this direction and verified a large augmentation in the numerical
perplexity as well as the deterioration of the simple features of the
method. Instead of that, we work only with a specific value of j, pro-
duced at the first stage of the numerical investigation and incorpo-
rating the physical condition of anchoring. via this mechanism the
value j is interrelated with the axial dimension L of the composite.
Restricting ourselves only to this particular value of the spectral var-
iable j, we gain in efficiency while the method is proved a posteriori
to provide with an axial loading, which is a very good mollification of
the real stimulus state. With these remarks in mind, we arrive at the
following representations for the displacement fields:
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z¼½ðjrÞeAf J1ðjrÞþ eBf f 1ðjrÞ�ejz ð27Þ
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where we recognize several arbitrary expansion coefficients. As
usual these coefficients are going to be determined via the investi-
gation of the several boundary and transmission conditions which
the fields obey.

Referring to the interface, we mention that the radial displace-
ments must be continuous there. This assumption leads to the first
transmission condition

um
r jr¼aþ ¼ uf

r jr¼a� ð31Þ

which, after the exploitation of the representations ((28) and (30))
offers the relation
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The continuity of the radial stresses along the interface results
in the second transmission condition

rm
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which expressed in terms of the expanded fields is restated as
follows:
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where differentiation with respect to the full argument is denoted
with dotted functions. We postpone for a while the examination
of the remaining conditions on the interface involving the stiffness
coefficient in order to give some extra emphasis on their role and
we pay attention on the exterior surface of the composite structure.
More precisely, the exterior surface is stress free. So the radial stress
vanishes, i.e.
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In addition the shear stress field is zero on r = b, i.e.
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leading to
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Returning to the interface, we first make the remark that the
tangential stresses must be continuous:
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leading to
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The crucial point of a non perfect interface lies in the fact that
the tangential displacement field is no longer continuous on the
interface. The ensuing transmission condition involving the quality
parameter n of the interface is based on the assumption that the
common shear stress mentioned in the condition above compen-
sates the displacement discontinuity via a Hooke’s law relation
as follows:

rm
rzjr¼aþ ¼ n um
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zjr¼a�

� 
ð41Þ

which is quantified through the condition
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The boundary condition (41) is an efficient model implemented
already by one of the authors in a few applications. For example,
we mention here the reference [6] for a very good description of
the functionality of the specific boundary condition. For interfaces
of good quality the parameter n is considerably large and the bal-
ance implied by Eq. (41) forces the discontinuity of the shear dis-
placements to disappear practically. For small values of n we
need a considerable discontinuity of shear displacements in order
to compensate the common shear stress and this quantifies the
deficiency of the composite.

What remains is the implementation of the loading condition.
According to the discussion made above, the loading supported
by our methodology is a mollification of the real constant loading
along the end face of the matrix alone. What we have to do is to
prescribe the loading on the periphery r = b as follows:

rm
zzj

r¼b
z¼0 ¼ r0 ð43Þ
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or
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h

þ kmj eAm _gm
�1ðjbÞ þ eBm _gm

1 ðjbÞ þ eCm _gm
�2ðjbÞ þ eDm _gm

2 ðjbÞ
h

þ eAm
1
jr

� �
gm
�1ðjbÞ þ eBm

1
jb

gm
1 ðjbÞ þ eCm

1
jb

� �
gm
�2ðjbÞ

þ eDm
1
jb

� �
gm

2 ðjbÞ
�
¼ r0: ð44Þ

The specific value of r0 is not important since the problem leads
to the linear adaptation of the underlying fields to the imposition
of this load so that the definition of the effective modulus E11

(see below Eq. (49)) is independent naturally of the magnitude of
r0, as expected in the framework of linear elasticity.

Collecting the above boundary and transmission conditions, we
form the following linear-algebraic inhomogeneous system

Ax ¼ b ð45Þ

where x contains the unknown expansion coefficients, i.e.

x ¼ ½eAf ; eBf ; eAm; eBm; eCm; eDm; eCm�T ; ð46Þ

and A is a 7 � 7 matrix involving the known special functions
appearing in the conditions and whose elements ai,j, i, j = 1,2, . . . ,7
are given in Appendix. The right hand side b is again a 7 � 1 vector
having zero elements except the seventh position where the stimu-
lus of the process makes its appearance (b7 = r0).

Once the coefficients are determined, we are in position to
determine the displacement and stress field throughout the struc-
ture. Then we are able to obtain the mean values of axial displace-
ments and stresses along the cross section at z = 0. More precisely
we introduce the quantities

rmean ¼
2

ðjaÞ2
Z ja

0
xrf

zzjz¼0

� 
dxþ 2

ðjbÞ2 � ðjaÞ2
Z jb

ja
xrm

zzjz¼0

� 
dx

ð47Þ

and

umean
z ¼ 2

ðjaÞ2
Z ja

0
xuf

zðxÞ
� 

dxþ 2

ðjbÞ2 � ðjaÞ2
Z jb

ja
xum

z ðxÞ
� 

dx

ð48Þ

which participate in the formation of the uniaxial effective modulus
E11 as follows:

E11 ¼
rmean

umean
z j

ð49Þ
3. Numerical modeling

We have used the following parameters describing the physical
system under investigation taken from experimental measure-
ments [38]. For the SiC (SCS-6) fiber we consider a Young’s modu-
lus Ef = 393 GPa, and for the Ti–6Al–4V matrix which is ductile, a
Young’s mobulus Em = 110 GPa. The SCS-6 (SiC) fiber is approxi-
mately 0.14 mm in diameter and the Ti–6Al–4V matrix is
1.4 mm. For the Poisson ratio’s of SiC fiber we use mf = 0.32 and
for matrix Ti–6Al–4V mm = 0.18. Lamé constants (k,l) can be ob-
tained through the following equations

kw ¼
Ewmw

ð1þ mwÞð1� 2mwÞ
ð50Þ

and

lw ¼
Ew

2ð1þ mwÞ
ð51Þ
with w = f, m where f stands for fiber (SiC) and m for matrix (Ti–6Al–
4V).

The starting point of the numerical investigation in the com-
puter experiment is the adoption of the suitable geometrical
parameter j. As mentioned in the previous section the selection
of the attenuation parameter j decodes information about the ax-
ial dimension of the specimen and incorporates naturally the pro-
cess of anchoring. The specification of j has been performed
through a suitable renormalization procedure. More precisely, we
investigated first a pilot problem arising after the removal of the
fiber component. In that case we determined the appropriate value
of j so that the effective uniaxial modulus restores the material’s
bulk modulus. In any case this value of j is indicative of the length
of the cylinder since it participates effectively in the exponential
term exp (jz), imposing the rate attenuation of the displacement
along the composite and its practical vanishing occurs at the posi-
tion of the anchoring mechanism. Providing this value of j to the
linear algebraic system Eq. (45), we proceed to its solution using
LU-decomposition. The condition number of the constructed sys-
tem varied from 104 to 106 indicative of a non-ill-posed problem
[39–41] and the value of the residual norm of the error of the solu-
tion of the system was close to 10�16 for all cases studied. This
numerical process is performed repeatedly for an extended region
of bonding parameters n. Every numerical experiment leads to the
calculation of the corresponding expansion coefficients
ðeAf ; eBf ; eAm; eBm; eCm; eDm; eCmÞ, which afterwards determine
everywhere throughout the structure the displacements and stres-
ses. Finally we are able to obtain the mean values of axial displace-
ments and stresses using Eqs. (47) and (48) along the cross section
at z = 0. We conclude so to the formulation of the uniaxial effective
modulus E11 as a function of n depicted in Fig. 2. The results shown
in Fig. 2 clearly demonstrate the effect of interfacial property on
the effective elastic property of the composite.

We mention here that the curves depicted in Fig. 2 give birth to
suitable functions of the type E11 = f(n). The evident monotonicity
of the produced curves allows the inversion of this law providing
the dependence n = f�1(E11). This is one of the main outcomes of
the present work since it permits the characterization of the bond
quality parameter n via the uniaxial effective modulus E11, which is
directly acquired by real experimental measurements. More pre-
cisely, measuring a value of E11 close to the right plateau critical
value corresponds to the perfect interface case while measure-
ments of the effective uniaxial modulus close to the left plateau re-
gion verify the undesirable total debonding of the structure.
Intermediate values of E11 characterize the degree of the quality
on the basis of Eq. (41) by estimating the relative shifting of the
sizes of the interface under a specific axial load. In order to reveal
the special features of this dependence we have first plotted the
axial deformation of the cylinder, across its end face, for a couple
of values of the parameter n as depicted in Figs. 3 and 4. In addition
we have added a supplementary diagram figuring the dependence
of the shearing displacement discontinuity across the interface on
the quality parameter n (Fig. 5). This diagram indicates how dis-
continuity gives progressively place to continuity as the parameter
n increases considerably.

We present numerical results for the real composite SiC fiber –
Ti–6Al–4V matrix and for the test case composite where we have a
SiC matrix and Ti–6Al–4V fiber. It is evident that the system having
SiC fiber has higher effective moduli E11 values (ranging from
3.3 � 1011 Pa to 7.7 � 1011 Pa) compared to the composite with
Ti–6Al–4V fiber (ranging from 1.28 � 1011 Pa to 2.85 � 1011 Pa)
as it is anticipated. The dependence of effective moduli E11 on n fol-
lows the same shape and form regardless the fiber material. The
effective moduli E11 exhibits two characteristic plateau regions dis-
tinct for low and high values of the interface quality parameter n
for the systems studied. We should remind that high n(n ?1) val-
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ues correspond to perfect interface where the displacement field is
continuous. Small values of n(n ? 0) refer to debonded interface
where no transverse stress can be transferred from the one compo-
nent to the other. For intermediate values of the interface quality
parameter n we recognize an abrupt transition from the low
plateau E11 values regime to the high plateau E11 values regime
giving birth to an intermediate neck type region. For the studied
cases the aforementioned neck type region varies from
n = 1013 Pa/m to n = 1016 Pa/m and represents the transition from
poor to excellent interface quality. Although the starting value of
n for the intermediate region is more or less identical for the two
systems the composite having SiC fiber has the transition to the
second plateau region shifted to higher n values.
4. Conclusions

A theoretical model accompanied with numerical simulation
has been developed in this paper enabling estimation of interface
elastic property in model single fiber composite systems subjected
to tensile loading. The model geometry was a cylindrical composite
structure (matrix–fiber) assumed to be homogeneous, isotropic
with elastic materials characterized by Lamé constants k, l and
density q. We developed an efficient mathematical model starting
from the static linearized equation of elasticity and allowing rela-
tive transverse displacement shifting across the interface. For uni-
axial loading following the proper analytical decomposition, and
by proposing a new model for the displacement fields, it is possible
to represent the elastic fields. This representation of elastic fields
invokes unknown expansion coefficients that can be calculated as
unknowns of a linear system, offered by the boundary conditions
of the problem. Once the coefficients are determined, we were in
position to calculate the displacement and stress fields throughout
the structure. Then we were able to obtain the mean values of axial
displacements and stresses along the cross section at z = 0 charac-
terizing so the quality of the interface via the suitable exploitation
of specific measurements.

Using this theoretical mathematical basis we were able to sim-
ulate a specific loading process applying a symmetric axial tension
on the composite and study the produced effective uniaxial modu-
lus E11 as a function of the quality of the interface n. The results
clearly demonstrate the effect of interfacial property on the effec-
tive elastic property of the composite. The effective moduli E11

exhibits two characteristic plateau regions for the low and high
values of the interface quality parameter n for the systems studied.
For intermediate values of the interface quality parameter n we
recognize an abrupt transition from the low plateau E11 values re-
gime to the high plateau E11 values regime giving birth to an inter-
mediate neck type region. Our suggested methodology provides in
any case the aforementioned functional relation n = f�1(E11) allow-
ing the non-destructive evaluation of the interface quality param-
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eter n via experimental measurements of uniaxial effective modu-
lus E11. Further exploitation of the inversion can been imple-
mented via the diagram of Fig. 5, which provides with
estimations of the axial displacement discontinuity across the
interface with respect to the value of the interfacial strength/stiff-
ness parameter.
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Appendix A

The elements of the matrix A are:

a11 ¼ gf
�1ðjaÞ

a12 ¼ gf
1ðjaÞ

a13 ¼ �gm
�1ðjaÞ

a14 ¼ �gm
1 ðjaÞ

a15 ¼ �gm
�2ðjaÞ

a16 ¼ �gm
2 ðjaÞ

a17 ¼ �
1
ja

a21 ¼ kf gf
�1ðjaÞ þ ðkf þ 2lf ÞðjaÞ _gf

�1ðjaÞ þ kf ðjaÞ2J1ðjaÞ

a22 ¼ kf gf
1ðjaÞ þ ðkf þ 2lf ÞðjaÞ _gf

1ðjaÞ þ kf ðjaÞf1ðjaÞ

a23 ¼ �kmgm
�1ðjaÞ � ðkm þ 2lmÞðjaÞ _gm

�1ðjaÞ � kmðjaÞ2J1ðjaÞ
a24 ¼ �kmgm

1 ðjaÞ � ðkm þ 2lmÞðjaÞ _gm
1 ðjaÞ � kmðjaÞf1ðjaÞ

a25 ¼ �kmgm
�2ðjaÞ � ðkm þ 2lmÞðjaÞ _gm

�2ðjaÞ � kmðjaÞ2Y1ðjaÞ
a26 ¼ �kmgm

2 ðjaÞ � ðkm þ 2lmÞðjaÞ _gm
2 ðjaÞ � kmðjaÞf1ðjaÞ

a27 ¼
2lm

ja
a31 ¼ 0

a32 ¼ 0

a33 ¼ kmgm
�1ðjbÞ þ ðkm þ 2lmÞðjbÞ _gm

�1ðjbÞ þ kmðjbÞ2J1ðjbÞ
a34 ¼ kmgm

1 ðjbÞ þ ðkm þ 2lmÞðjbÞ _gm
1 ðjbÞ þ kmðjbÞf1ðjbÞ

a35 ¼ kmgm
�2ðjbÞ þ ðkm þ 2lmÞðjbÞ _gm

�2ðjbÞ þ kmðjbÞ2Y1ðjbÞ
a36 ¼ kmgm

2 ðjbÞ þ ðkm þ 2lmÞðjbÞ _gm
2 ðjbÞ þ kmðjbÞf2ðjbÞ

a37 ¼ �
2lm

jb
a41 ¼ 0

a42 ¼ 0

a43 ¼ lmðjbÞ J1ðjbÞ þ ðjbÞ_J1ðjbÞ þ gm
�1ðjbÞ


 �
a44 ¼ lmðjbÞ _f 1ðjbÞ þ gm

1 ðjbÞ

 �

a45 ¼ lmðjbÞ Y1ðjbÞ þ ðjbÞ _Y1ðjbÞ þ gm
�2ðjbÞ


 �
a46 ¼ lmðjbÞ _f 2ðjbÞ þ gm

2 ðjbÞ

 �

a47 ¼ lm
a51 ¼ �lf ðjaÞ J1ðjaÞ þ ðjaÞ_J1ðjaÞ þ gf
�1ðjaÞ


 �
a52 ¼ �lf ðjaÞ _f 1ðjaÞ þ gf

1ðjaÞ

 �

a53 ¼ lmðjaÞ J1ðjaÞ þ ðjaÞ_J1ðjaÞ þ gm
�1ðjaÞ


 �
a54 ¼ lmðjaÞ _f 1ðjaÞ þ gm

1 ðjaÞ

 �

a55 ¼ lmðjaÞ Y1ðjaÞ þ ðjaÞ _Y1ðjaÞ þ gm
�2ðjaÞ
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a56 ¼ lmðjaÞ _f 2ðjaÞ þ gm

2 ðjaÞ

 �

a57 ¼ lm

a61 ¼ na2J1ðjaÞ
a62 ¼ naf1ðjaÞ

a63 ¼ lmðjaÞ J1ðjaÞ þ ðjaÞ_J1ðjaÞ þ gm
1 ðjaÞ
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� naðjaJ1ðjaÞÞ
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1 ðjaÞ
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 �
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